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Different Gd + sites associated with magnetic ordering
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observed via electron-paramagnetic-resonance measurements
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We have measured the EPR spectrum of dilute Gd + ions substituting for Eu'+ in Eu2Cu04. Each
one of the resonance lines shows a splitting into two or more weaker lines below T& =215 K. The simul-
taneous appearance of a low-field microwave-absorption signal is attributed to the onset of long-range
antiferromagnetic ordering with a weak ferromagnetic component. The splitting of the EPR spectrum is
associated with different Gd sites in the magnetically ordered structure. A reduction of the local symme-

try of the rare-earth sites below Tz is described in terms of an internal magnetic field lying in the ab
plane and additional crystal-field terms related to local crystallographic distortions. Dipolar and ex-
change contributions to the internal field are discussed. Possible random static displacements of the oxy-
gen atoms in the Cu02 planes and their role in the development of the weak ferromagnetism and the
presence of internal fields at the Gd sites are also analyzed. A strong dependence of the Gd EPR spec-
trum and the microwave absorption on the magnetic history of the samples has been observed, suggest-
ing the formation of magnetic domains or a glassy state.

I. INTRODUCTION

The series of rare-earth cuprates R2 (Ce, Th)„Cu04
with (R =Pr, Nd, Sm, or Eu) show high-temperature su-
perconductivity' at about 20 K, for x =0.15. The study
of these compounds presents particular interest because it
has been proposed that the charge carriers involved in
the superconductivity are electrons, rather than holes as
in the previously known high-T, materials. They form,
as do their parent compounds R2Cu04, in a tetragonal
crystal structure with Cu02 planes in which oxygen
atoms are square planar coordinated about the Cu atoms.
Antiferromagnetic order of the Cu lattice has been
detected by muon-spin rotation and neutron-di6'raction
experiments for x =0, with R =Pr, Nd, and Sm. The
Mossbauer spectra of Co ions doped into Eu2Cu04 in-
dicates magnetic ordering of the Cu moments also in this
material. A complex magnetic behavior has been ob-
served in compounds with heavier rare earths, such as
Gd2CuO4, including the presence of weak ferromagne-
tism below 270 K. The measured ferromagnetic com-
ponent in Gd2Cu04 and (Eu,Gd)zCu04 solid solutions
has been interpreted' as due to a combination of both a

canting of the Cu moments away from perfect antifer-
romagnetism and a polarization of the paramagnetic Gd
ions, which are coupled to the Cu02 planes through an
e6'ective internal field of about 1 kG. Thus, it is of in-
terest to analyze the microscopic interactions of dilute
Gd + ions in Rz Gd Cu04 in order to characterize
their magnetic coupling to the Cu magnetic lattice.

In Ref. 11 we presented an electron-paramagnetic-
resonance (EPR) study of Gd + in Eu2CuO~, where we
analyzed the spectrum for the external magnetic field ap-
plied parallel to the c-axis of the tetragonal (T') crystal
structure. From the experimental data we determined
the crystal-field parameters appropriate for the local sym-
metry, C4„of the Eu sites occupied substitutionally by
the Gd atoms. A negative g shift was measured indicat-
ing exchange interactions with the host. We have also
found recently that the EPR lines split when the magnet-
ic field is oriented away from the c axis, and we tentative-
ly associated this splitting with an internal magnetic field
of dipolar origin. '

In this paper we report a detailed study of the angular
dependence of the EPR spectra oriented towards a char-
acterization of the internal magnetic field acting on the
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Gd ions. In Sec. II we present the experimental data
showing the following: (a) the angular dependence of the
EPR spectra, (b) its temperature dependence, which sug-
gests the presence of an internal field below a characteris-
tic temperature, Tc =215 K (see the comment in Sec. II),
and (c) the effects of the magnetic history of the sample,
i.e., differences observed between cooling the sample
through Tc in zero applied magnetic field [zero-field
cooled (ZFC)] or in a finite field Ifield cooled (FC)]. In
Sec. III the data are analyzed in terms of a spin Hamil-
tonian, which includes the crystal-Geld interaction and an
additional pseudo-Zeeman term, which takes into ac-
count the interaction with the effective internal field ob-
served below Tp. The possibility of structural distortions
is also discussed. Finally, the conclusions are presented
in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have used single crystals of nominal composition
Eui 99Gdp p&Cu04 grown in Pt crucibles using a Aux tech-
nique. ' Typical samples were thin platelets 3 X 3 X0. 1

mm in size. By x-ray fiuorescence (XRF) analysis we
have found that our crystals were contaminated by the
presence of small amounts (=1%) of Pt. As it is almost
certain that Pt replaces Cu in the Cu02 antiferromagnet-
ic planes, it may be the origin for the low measured value
of To (=215 K). When crystals of EuzCu04. Gd were
grown in alumina crucibles, values of Tp=240 K were
obtained with no evidence of Al contamination. Howev-
er, as the crystals grown in alumina crucibles were much
smaller and the qualitative behavior was similar, we have
used for this study only the crystals grown in Pt cruci-
bles. The crystal structure is tetragonal and the c axis is
oriented perpendicular to the platelets. The measured
lattice parameters' for pure EuzCu04 are a =3.910(1)A
and c = 11.925(3 ) A.

The EPR measurements were made with conventional
spectrometers operating at X band and (9 GHz) and Q
band (35 GHz), in the temperature range from 1.5 to 300
K.

crystal axis, (ii) the electronic transition being observed,
(iii) the magnetic history of the sample, and (iv) the tem-
perature.

1. Angular dependence

As it is shown in Figs. 2—4, the splitting of each one of
the resonance lines is observed when H, is oriented away
from the c axis, and it increases as a function of the an-
gle, 0, between the c axis and H, . Because the total fine-
structure splitting of the EPR spectrum is reduced as 0
increases (and eventually the whole spectrum collapses at
8=60'), there is only a finite range where the splitting of
the individual lines can be clearly resolved. For the Q
band (see Fig. 4) this range extends up to (9=45', but for
the X band (see Figs. 2 and 3) the experimental situation
is more complex. For example, the (+7/2~+5/2) tran-
sition, which shows the larger splitting, is also the weak-
est line and presents the largest crystal-field angular
dependence, being superimposed on the (+5/2~+3/2)
transition at about 0=15, the angle at which this latter
transition starts to show a resolved splitting. Situations
like this appear with other transitions, thus making
difficult a detailed analysis at the X band, due to the un-
certainty in identifying each of the superimposed spectral
lines. For 0) 60' the spectra start to spread again at both

Gd': Eu2CuO&

f= 9 GHz
T=4 K

Hll[ooi]

(a)

L
tO
Im

C$

A. Gd single-ion EPR spectra

The measured spectrum of the Czd + dilute ions is
shown in Fig. 1(a), for the external magnetic field, H„
applied parallel to the c axis. It corresponds to electronic
transitions within the ground state (4f; S7&2). The fine
structure observed is comparatively simple for this orien-
tation, and it has been analyzed in Ref. 11 in terms of a
standard crystal-field Hamiltonian (see Sec. IIIA). The
spectral lines are highly anisotropic, as we show in Figs. 2
and 3 for X band and H lying in the principal crystalo-
graphic planes (010) and (110), respectively, and in Fig. 4
for the Q band. The fine structure follows, in general, the
angular dependence expected from the proposed crystal-
field Hamiltonian (as it is discussed in Sec. III), but most
of the resonance lines present an additional internal
structure, which results in a splitting into two or more
smaller lines. The magnitude of this splitting depends on
(i) the orientation of the applied field with respect to the

(b)

0

H (kGauss)

FIG. 1. X band EPR spectrum of Gd in Eu2cu04 with
H, ~~c-axis (a) measured at T=4 K in a ZFC sample, (b) calcu-
lated with the crystal-field parameters of Table I. The "forbid-
den transitions" are included with their calculated relative in-
tensity {see text).
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FICx. 2. Angular dependence of the 9 GHz Cxd' EPR spec-
trum for the applied magnetic field oriented in the (010) plane:
(a) ZFC and (b) FC in a field of 8-k Cx applied along [110].

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the 9 CyHz Gd'+ EPR spec-
trum for the applied magnetic field oriented in the (110) plane:
(a) ZFC and (b) FC in a field of 15-k Cy applied along [110].
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frequencies, with a consequent gain in resolution for
0=m/2. However, since for these angles the individual
splittings are comparable to the fine-structure line separa-
tion, it is dificult to label a priori each line of the spectra.
For these reasons we have centered the analysis of the
data on the behavior of the Q band spectra in the angular
range 0 ~ 0~45 .

2. Splitting of the diferent electronic transitions

From the data in Fig. 4 it can be seen that for ZFC
samples and H, in the (010) plane, the (+3/2~+1/2),
(+ I /2~ —1/2), and ( —1/2~ —3/2) EPR lines split into
weaker lines. A similar splitting is observed in the
equivalent (100) plane. The relative ratio of the splitting
for these three transitions is in a 3:2:1 approximate rela-
tion. The splitting of the remaining two observed lines,
(
—3/2~ —5/2) and (

—5/2~ —7/2), is smaller than
their measured linewidth (b,H = 100 G).

For H, in the (110)or (110)planes the (+3/2+-++ 1/2)
and (+ I/2~ —1/2) transitions clearly show a resolved
splitting into three lines [Fig. 4(b)] instead of two [Fig.
4(a)], keeping approximately the same overall separation
as in the (010) plane. However, the experimental resolu-
tion prevented the observation of this future splitting for
the other transitions.

When measured at X band with H, in the (110) or
(110) planes, the resonance lines showed a splitting in
ZFC samples, although the three lines could not be
resolved as in the Q band. For H, in the (010) and (100)
planes the splitting was smaller than the linewidth and
could not be measured.

3. EPR spectra of ZFC and FC samples

lh
~ ~

Cf

~ ~
Vl

Op

ZFC

FC

For H, oriented close to the ab plane, the differences
between FC and ZFC samples were largest. The ob-
served effects are illustrated in Fig. 5, where we display
EPR spectra taken with the magnetic field applied along
the [110] and [100] axes under difFerent cooling condi-
tions. Two extreme cases are shown: (a) sample cooled
from room temperature to 4.2 K in zero applied magnetic
field (ZFC) and the same sample cooled in a magnetic
field of 15 kG applied parallel to the [110]axis. It is ap-
parent from the figures that, although the general shape
of the spectra remains approximately unchanged, the
structure of such individual line is substantially modified.
As can be observed, there is a complex behavior of the
spectra showing not only changes in the relative intensity
of the lines, but also shifts of their fields for resonance.

The angular dependence of the EPR spectrum has been
measured in the ab plane, and it is interesting to point out
that it shows 90' symmetry around the [001] axis for both
ZFC and FC samples.

The magnitude of the splittings, as well as the relative
intensity of each one of the split lines, was strongly
dependent on the magnetic history of the sample, i.e, the
way it was cooled through To. Although cooling the
samples in a field parallel to the c axis had no effect on
the spectra, important changes were observed when they
were cooled in a field applied in the ab plane.

We present in Figs. 2(b), 3(b), and 4(c) the measured
angular dependence of the X and Q band spectra for FC
samples in magnetic fields varying from 8 to 15 kG and
applied along the [110] axis, where the eff'ects were larg-
est. The measuring external field H, was rotated from
the [001] axis to the ab plane, along diff'erent crystallo-
graphic axes. The splitting of the Q band spectra in the
(110) plane and near the c axis was reduced from three to
only two lines, with the high-field line of the triplet being
missed, as shown in Fig. 4(c). For the X band and
H, !!(110)intensity of some of the lines resonating at
higher fields near the ab plane was reduced for FC sam-
ples. However, as stated previously, we could not identi-
fy the corresponding electronic transitions in this angular
region. These effects showed no significant variations for
the different cooling fields used. %'hen the measuring
field H, was applied in the (100) or (010) planes, the
effects of cooling in a field were less noticeable due to the
smallness of the splittings compared to the linewidths.

N
~ ~

a
o~
ill

C

C

3
v (ka)

FIG. 5. EPR spectra measured at 9 GHz and T=4.2 K for
samples: (a) ZFC and (b) FC in 15-k Ciauss applied along [110].
The measuring field, H„was oriented along [110]and [100].
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4. Temperature dependence

The EPR linewidth showed a large temperature depen-
dence, as illustrated in Fig. 6 for the 1/2~ —1/2 transi-
tion with H, IIc axis. Thus, it was necessary to choose
particular orientations of the applied magnetic field in or-
der to study the temperature dependence of the splitting
of the EPR lines. In Fig. 7 we present a portion of a typi-
cal Q band spectrum showing the splitting of the reso-
nance lines corresponding to the (+3/2~+1/2) and
(+1/2~ —1/2) electronic transitions, measured at 9 K
with the magnetic field oriented 30 away from the c axis.
Despite the strong increase of the peak-to-peak linewidth
found above =60 K (indicated by vertical bars in Fig. 8),
it is possible to observe that the individual splitting of
these lines become smaller for increasing temperatures.
As shown in Fig. 8, the splitting vanishes at about 200 K,
when the characteristic temperature To is approached. A
similar temperature dependence has been observed for
the splitting of the other electronic transitions.

B. Low-NIeld absorption

+1/2 -1/2
Gd '.Eu2cuO&

&=35.5 GHz

L

U

Vl

Eb

72.5 73.0
I

73.5
H(kG)

74.0

FIG. 7. Portion of the 35 GHz spectrum of Gd'+ taken at 91
K with the magnetic field lying in the (010) plane and oriented
30' away from the [001] axis, showing the splitting of the
(+3/2~+ 1/2) and (+ 1/2~ —1/2) transition lines. The sam-
ple was field cooled (Fc) in a magnetic field of 15-k G along the
[001]axis.

For the magnetic field applied in the (001) plane we
have observed microwave-absorption lines at low magnet-
ic fields, as compared to the field for resonance at g =2.
This absorption presents a distinctive angular depen-
dence, H„(8)=Ho/sin8, where 6 is the angle between the
applied magnetic field and the [001] axis and Ho corre-
sponds to the field for resonance when the applied mag-
netic field is in the (001) plane, i.e., parallel to the Cu02
planes. The presence of these lines has already been re-
ported in Ref. 9 as a signature of weak ferromagnetism
for (Eu, „Gd„)2CuO4, associated to a small canting of
the Cu magnetic sublattices away from a perfect antifer-
romagnetic alignment. For Gd2Cu04 it has been deter-
mined ' that the magnetic order is established below
T& =270 K and for pure Eu2CuO4 the onset of weak fer-

romagnetism has been observed at TN =215(10)K.
Details of this low-field resonance will be published

elsewhere' but we want to emphasize here two charac-
teristics observed for Eu2Cu04 and Eu& 99Gdoo]CuO4,
which are relevant to our analysis of the Gd + EPR spec-
tra.

(i) The intensity of these lines is temperature dependent
and decreases with increasing temperature, going to zero
at about the same characteristic temperature, To=210
K, where the splitting of the Gd + EPR starts to develop.

(ii) The signal amplitude, relative to the intensity of the
Gd + EPR lines, is strongly dependent on the magnetic

15

350
EU2 Cu04. Gd

300- Hol I c-axis
u = 9.20 6Hz

250- (1/2 m -1/2)

14—

+ t/2 ~+3/2

Gd:Eu2Cuo4

f = 35 5 GHz

II

tt tit
200-

150-
C

I 00- e

~ I

e
e

e

13 — ~ 1/2 q/2 I I n It u u u

12 I I 1 I I I I I

eee e ee
100 150 200

0,
0 50 100 150 200 250

Temperature (K)

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the EPR linewidth for
the 1/2~ —1/2 transition measured at 9.2 CxHz with H, IIc axis.

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the 35 GHz splitting for
the (+3/2~+1/2) and (+1/2~ —1/2) lines, measured with
the magnetic field in the (010) plane and oriented 30 away from
the [001] axis. The vertical bars indicate the measured peak-to-
peak linewidths. The sample was cooled under the conditions
indicated for Fig. 7.
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history of the sample. The intensity is almost negligible
for ZFC samples, and we have been able to detect a broad
signal (b,H~~ =1000 G) only through the use of special
modulation techniques. ' Instead, for samples FC in 15
kG, narrow lines (bH ~ =50—100 G) have been detected
for H

~ ~
[110]with an intensity much larger than that of

the Gd + spectrum.

III. ANALYSIS OF THK KXPKRIMKNTAL DATA

A. Crystal-field Hamiltonian

The EPR spectrum has been described in Ref. 11 using
a spin Hamiltonian appropriate for the tetragonal sym-
metry, C4„of the crystallographic site of the rare-earth
ions in the unit cell:

TABLE I. Crystal-field parameters determined at 4.2 K for
Gd + in Eu2Cu04.

g
IJ.b" (10 cm ')

b4 (10 cm ')

lb' l
(1O-4 .m-'}

IH, I «}

1 ~ 935(3)
—513(4)
—41(2)
235(90)
350(50)

&=g~~p~H, S, +gip~(H„S +H~S„)

+(b2/3)02+(b4/60)O~+(b4/60)O~,

where O„are Stevens operators and b„are the corre-
sponding crystal-field parameters.

For the applied field oriented along the c axis, only the
O„diagonal terms contribute, to first order, to the fine-
structure splitting of the spectrum and the b„parameters
can be determined directly from the EPR spectrum mea-
sured in this direction, as was done in Ref. 11. In that
case, a rough estimate of the off-diagonal parameter b4
was obtained from its second-order contribution to the
measured fine structure of the spectrum for H

~~
[001].

In this paper we have obtained more accurate values of
the crystal-field parameters by taking into account the
full angular dependence of the EPR spectrum. The pa-
rameters given in Table I were determined assuming the
presence of an internal field, as discussed in Sec. III B.

The present results confirm the negative g shift report-
ed in Ref. 11 for the magnetic field parallel to the c axis.
The measured shift (with respect to the free ion value,

g = 1.991) decreases with increasing temperature from
b,g= —0.058(3) at 1.5 K to b,g= —0.040(3) at 200 K.
At higher temperatures the individual linewidth in-
creases very rapidly, thus preventing an accurate deter-
mination of the Hamiltonian parameters. As in the
case' of Pr2Cu04. Gd, this broadening is probably due to
relaxation via thermally populated excited electronic lev-
els of the Eu + ions. ' These levels may provide a chan-
nel for the relaxation of the dilute Gd + ions through an
exchange or electric dipolar coupling mechanism. '

The EPR spectrum is more complex for the magnetic
field oriented away from the c axis, because of the overlap
of the resonance lines due to the decrease of the overall
fine-structure spread of the spectrum and the splitting of

B. Internal magnetic 6eld

The observation of a splitting of the spectral lines for
the magnetic field oriented away from the [001] axis indi-
cates the existence of nonequivalent sites occupied by the
Gd + ions. The appearance of distinct sites for the Gd +

ions in the crystal cell below To may be attributed to
magnetic ordering, a structural distortion, or a combina-
tion of both. For solid solutions of Eu2 Gd Cu04, with
x ~0.20, an effective field parallel to the ab plane has
been determined ' from measurements of dc magnetiza-
tion. On the other hand, it has been suggested' that the
tetragonal I4/mmm is only an average structure for
Gd2Cu04, with either large thermal fluctuations or disor-
dered static displacements of the oxygen atoms in the
CuO planes, which reduce the local symmetry of the Gd
sites. Finally, it should not be disregarded that there is
the possibility of a simultaneous stabilization of this kind
of distortion with the developing of weak ferromagne-
tism, which requires a reduction of the crystal symme-
try. ' From the analysis of the present EPR experi-
ments we have found that the observed splittings can be
described by adding extra crystal-field terms to the spin
Hamiltonian of Eq. (1), which refiect the presence of local
distortions (see Sec. III C) and a pseudo-Zeeman energy
term associated with an internal magnetic field H, , lying
in the ab plane. This pseudo-Zeeman term can be written
as

&, =gipaH; S, (2)

and affects the EPR spectrum in the following way: each
Gd ion "sees" a local field, H&„=H, +H, , different in

the individual EPR lines. However, its average angular
dependence (center of gravity of each electronic transi-
tion) is very well described by the crystal-field Hamiltoni-
an of Eq. (1) with the parameters listed in Table I. The
crystal-field parameters given in Table I were determined
at 4.2 K and remained almost constant with temperature,
within the experimental uncertainty.

The total crystal-field energy represents =0.8 K,
which is of the same order of magnitude as the Zeeman
energy for the magnetic-field range of our experiments.
For this reason the admixture of the Zeeman eigenfunc-
tions through off-diagonal crystal-field terms is not negli-
gible, and many EPR transition lines, usually forbidden
under the selection rule AM =+1,become allowed with a
significant transition probability, particularly for low ap-
plied fields (H, & 0.2T), which is the range where a large
number of "forbidden lines" has been observed at X
band. We have compared the experimental data shown
in Fig. 1(a) with the spectrum of Fig. 1(b), calculated with
the crystal-field parameters given in Table I. The indivi-
dual linewidths used for the calculation were taken from
the measured spectrum, and the appropriate Boltzmann
population factors have been included. The relative in-
tensities are very sensitive to the magnitude of the off-
diagonal terms in the Hamiltonian, and the good agree-
ment obtained between the calculated and measured
spectra is an indication of the internal consistency of the
reported set of crystal-field parameters.
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magnitude from the applied field, H„and also pointing
in a direction generally not parallel to H, . The assump-
tion of different local fields for each Gd site gives rise to a
splitting of the spectral lines. The fact that the splitting
appears below the same characteristic temperature,
TO=215 K, at which the low-field microwave absorption
is first observed, strongly suggests that the origin of the
internal Geld is associated with the magnetic ordering
process of the Cu moments in the host lattice Eu2Cu04.

EuzCu04 is a Van Vleck paramagnet' as far as the
magnetic behavior of the Eu ions is concerned. This fact
is reAected in the temperature dependence of the EPR
linewidths for the dilute G.d + ions (see Fig. 6). It is
worth mentioning that, unlike other R2Cu04 compounds
with magnetic ground states for the R ions, the low-
temperature narrowing due to the thermal depopulation
of the excited states' ' has allowed this detailed study of
the EPR line splitting. To our knowledge, the magnetic
structure in Eu2Cu04 has not been determined yet. How-
ever, the appearance of signatures of weak ferromagne-
tism in the microwave spectrum indicates the onset of
magnetic order at =215 K. If we assume that this sys-
tem presents a basic antiferromagnetic (AF) order with a
magnetic configuration similar to that found in Nd2Cu04
(Ref. 5), Pr2CuO~ (Ref. 6), or Sm2Cu04 (Ref. 7), then the
Eu sites in adjacent unit cells would be surrounded by re-
versed configurations of Cu moments, as it is illustrated
in Fig. 9. These spin arrangements would create two

Q R(site 1) Q) R(site 2) ~ Cu

FIG. 9. Half magnetic cell illustrating the internal field
orientation for the two nonequivalent Gd sites in two possible
cases of magnetic coupling: (a) dipolar field with perfect antifer-
romagnetic alignment of the Cu sublattices (shown in the upper
part of the cell), and (b) exchange coupling to a weak ferromag-
netic component oriented perpendicular to the Cu lattice
(shown in the lower part). Notice that the internal fields at
neighboring Gd sites must point in opposite directions within a
sing/e AF domain in case (a), but not in case (b) where the orien-
tation depends in the local canting of the Cu moments.

different sites in the magnetic structure with equal proba-
bility of occurrence. In addition, the possible existence of
two kinds of magnetic domain with orthogonal orienta-
tion of their magnetic moments should also be can-
sidered, taking into account that the weak anisotropy of
the dc magnetization in the ab plane supports the ex-
istence of these magnetic domains. Thus, for a general
orientation of the external magnetic field each fine-
structure line would split into four smaller lines, corre-
sponding to the four possible orientations of the Cu mo-
ments surrounding each Gd ion. This argument remains
valid either if Eu2Cu04 orders as Nd2Cu04 PrzCu04, or
Sm2Cu04, since the main difference between the magnetic
structures in these compounds lies in the orientation of
the Cu moment at the center of the crystal unit cell with
respect to those at the corners.

%within the hypothesis of perfect Af alignment we dis-
cuss two possible origins for the observed internal field at
the Gd sites: (i) a classical dipolar magnetic field generat-
ed by the Cu moments' and (ii) a Heisenberg-type ex-
change coupling to the Cu moments. In the former case
a calculation carried out assuming point dipoles of 0.5pz
located at each Cu site, and adding the individual contri-
butions from a sphere of 40 A around the Gd site, gives a
dipolar field Hdlp 470 G. This value of Hdlp is basically
the same for the different magnetic structures of
Pr2Cu04, Nd2Cu04, or Sm2Cu04. In all the cases con-
sidered, the dipolar field points in the (110) directions
(parallel to the Cu moments) with alternating signs in ad-
jacent crystallographic unit cells, as indicated in Fig. 9.

If a scalar coupling of the type gk JkSod Sc"„' is con-
sidered, the contributions from the four nearest neighbors
cancel out when their moments show a perfect AF align-
ment. The main contribution should then come from
second neighbors located along the c axis and will also
be pointing along the ( 110) directions, with alternating
signs as in the case of the classical dipolar fields. Instead,
when there is a canting of the Cu moments from the pre-
viously assumed perfect AF array, giving rise to a weak
ferromagnetic component M„&, a Heisenberg type of cou-
pling between the Gd moments and their nearest Cu mo-
ments would no longer cancel, and a net interaction
would be present. It can be described with an effective
magnetic field parallel (or antiparallel) to the local contri-
bution to M z at each Gd site. From the de magnetiza-
tion measurements' in Eu2 Gd Cu04, with 0.2~x ~2,
the presence of weak ferromagnetism has been inferred
with M

& lying in the (001) plane. Although there is no
experimental determination of the particular orientation
of the microscopic contributions to M

&
within this

plane, it seems reasonable to assume them to be perpen-
dicular to the Cu sublattice magnetization, i.e., along the
(110) directions. If so, the same four possible orienta-
tions of H; within the ab plane would be present as in the
cases previously analyzed.

Taking into account the symmetry of the system, all
the split lines should collapse into a single one for
H, ~~[001], since for this orientation all sites would be
equivalent. Following the same line of reasoning the
number of possible lines should also be reduced for cer-
tain orientations of the magnetic field when lying in crys-
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5H=2H, sinO (3a)

and corresponds to magnetic domains with Mc„parallel
to this plane. The lines associated with perpendicular
d.omains would lie at an intermediate position. For H,
varying in the (100) plane the splitting is expected to be
reduced to

5H=(2)' H; sinO . (3b)

From the splitting measured at the Q band for
0'( 9 ~ 45', and using expressions (3a) and (3b), we have
determined the internal field H;. Values of 350(50) G and
270(50) G were obtained from the data taken with H, in
the (100) and (110) planes, respectively. Internal fields of
this magnitude are expected to produce a second-order

tallographic planes of high symmetry. For example, the
number of split lines should be two for H, in the (100)
and (010) planes and three for H, in the (110) and (110)
planes. when H, is in the (100) or (010) planes, perpen-
dicular domains are equivalent and the spectrum of each
transition should consist of two superimposed identical
doublets (pairs of split lines). The two lines in the dou-
blets are in correspondence with the two possible signs of
the projection of H; along H, for the different Gd sites in
each domain.

When H, rotates in the (110) plane, the Gd sites in
magnetic domains with effective fields H;~~[110] are still
distinguishable, since their respective H, are either paral-
lel or antiparallel to H„and the spectra of these sites
should then give rise to doublets. Instead, the effective
fields for the Gd sites of the domains pointing along [110]
are orthogonal to H„and should give rise to superim-
posed single resonance lines. An analogous situation
occurs for H, rotating in the (110)plane. We expect then
that in both cases each line splits into three weaker lines.

In the measured EPR spectrum for H, ~~
[001] only un-

split lines appear, although they are somewhat distorted.
This degeneracy indicates that for this orientation the an-
gle between the applied, H„and the local field, H&„, is
the same for all the Gd sites. This is consistent with our
assumption of four different sites characterized by an
internal field pointing in the [110], [110], [110], and
[1 10] directions, respectively. The distortion of the lines
may be due to a small misorientation of the sample (less
than 1') or reflect inhomogeneous broadening arising
from a small misalignment of the magnetic domains or a
distribution of internal strains.

As we have indicated in Sec. II A, the spectral lines
split when the field is oriented away from the [001] axis
and the observed behavior is in qualitative agreement
with the preceding analysis.

The (+ I/2~ —1/2) transition is the least sensitive to
changes in the crystal-field interaction (it is actually
unaffected to first order in a perturbation scheme) and for
this reason its splitting is expected to reAect mainly the
effects of internal magnetic fields acting on the Gd site
and not those resulting from small structural distortions.
If the internal fields remain fixed to the (110) crystal
axes, the total splitting of this line for H, in the (110)
plane, is given by

shift of the fields for resonance when H, ~~[001]. This
effect should be particularly noticeable at the X band,
where the applied fields are smaller than at the Q band.
The intensity of the internal field H; was then included as
an extra parameter to be determined together with the
crystal-field parameters. After a total diagonalization of
the Hamiltonian, the best fitting of the X and Q band ex-
perimental data for H, ~~

[001] gave a value of
H; =350(50) G for the internal field, in reasonable agree-
ment with the values determined from the angular depen-
dence of the splitting of the (+ I /2~ —1/2) line.

Assuming internal fields of this magnitude and orient-
ed in the four possible ( 110) directions, we have calcu-
lated the angular dependence presented in Figs. 10 and
11, which show a splitting of the lines as expected
on symmetry grounds. For almost isotropic lines, such
as the (+3/2~+ 1/2), (+ I/2~ —1/2), and
(
—1/2~ —3/2) at the Q band for 0 + 8+30', the total

splitting is given approximately by Eqs. (3a) and (3b). In-
stead, as can be appreciated from Fig. 11, the splitting is
slightly reduced for lines with a positive curvature in the
angular dependence, such as the ( —3/2+.~—1/2) and
( —5/2~ —7/2) transitions, and enlarged otherwise.
This behavior results from the competition between the
change in magnitude and relative orientation of the re-
sulting local field with respect to the crystal axes.

The angular dependence of the Q band spectra ob-
tained experimentally when cooling the system in zero
field is consistent with the predicted behavior. This
agreement, as far as the number of lines observed in each
crystallographic plane and the angular dependence of the
splitting are concerned, suggests that our assumption that
the internal fields point in the four possible (110) direc-
tions is basically correct. However, the difference be-
tween the splitting s measured for different electronic
transitions is larger than predicted.

C. Structural distortions

As has been pointed out in Refs. 9 and 10, a structural
distortion may be required in order to explain the weak
ferromagnetic interactions observed in Eu2 Gd Cu04.
X-ray crystallographic studies ' of Gd2CuO4 indicate an
anomalously large thermal parameter for the oxygen
atoms, O(2), in the Cu02 square planar array, and it has
been suggested' that the refined I4/mmm tetragonal
structure is only an average structure for this compound,
where the O(2) oxygen atoms present disordered static
displacements of =0.18 A along the [100] and [010] axes.
If distortions of this kind are indeed present in Gd2CuO4
and they are related to its weak ferromagnetism, we can
expect to find them also in the case of Gd-doped
EuzCu04. Then, the local symmetry of the Gd sites
should be reduced from C4, to C„with the spin Hamil-
tonian including additional terms of the type

gf'& =b2(c, s)02(c,s)+b&(c,s)Oz(c, s),
where c and s stand for linear combinations of Stevens
operators, as defined in Ref. 20. For oxygen displace-
ments given by c.a or qb, with c and g varying randomly
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FIG. 10. Calculated angular dependence for the splitting of
the 9 GHz spectrum for (a) H, in the (010) and (b) in the (110)
planes. An internal field of 350 G was included, pointing in the
(110) directions. No structural distortions have been con-
sidered in the calculation.

FIG. 11. Calculated angular dependence of the splitting of
the 35 GHz spectrum for (a) H, in the (010) and (b) in the (110)
planes. An internal field of 350 G was included, pointing in the
(110) directions. No structural distortions have been con-
sidered in the calculation.
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&'=D'(8, $)02(S'), (5)

where D'(8, $) may be obtained using the rotation rules
given in Ref. 20.

Above To, our EPR data do not indicate any deviation
of the crystal-field interaction from the proposed C4, lo-
cal symmetry within experimental uncertainty. Below
To, where the splitting of the lines is observed, the local
magnetic symmetry is reduced by the appearance of the
internal field. Then, evidence of any structural distortion
has to be deduced from the relative splitting measured for
the different electronic transitions, through deviations
from the calculated angular dependence on the basis of
an internal field alone.

A detailed observation of the Q band splittings for the
magnetic field applied away from the c axis and for
0&45' indicates that the relative splitting of the transi-
tions (+3/2~+1/2), (+1/2~ —1/2), ( —1/2~ —3/2),
and ( —3/2~ —5/2) can be better described by assuming
that each doublet corresponds to a pair of Gd sites whose
Hamiltonian includes, besides the effective magnetic field
discussed in Sec. III B, an additional crystal-field term of
the type given by Eq. (4). In order to analyze our data we
have assumed that the contribution to the splitting due to

I

!
l

l

l

l

l

z
~ Cu

from site to site, the associated crystal-field parameters
will change according to

b,'(c) ~ (e+e'),
bz(s) ~ (i)+i)'),

b2(c) o- (e—E' —i)+i)'),
bz(s) =0,

where the displacements c, c.', g, and g' are as indicated
in Fig. 12.

For different orientations of the external magnetic
field, this Hamiltonian can be expressed in a reference
frame such that z'~~H„and its diagonal part can be writ-
ten as

local distortions may be described with effective parame-
ters +D'(8, P), where the + and —signs apply to each
one of the two Gd sites in the doublet. We have found
that D'(8, $) increases almost linearly as a function of 8
in the interval 20 (8 (45', for /=0 and P =rr/4, i.e., for
H, varying in the (010) and (110) planes, respectively.
The values of D'(8, $) determined from the measure-
ments in the these two planes are very similar and, for
8=~/4, we obtained D'(vr/4, P) =30X10 cm '. The
observation of this crystal-field contribution to the mea-
sured splittings suggests that structural distortions ac-
company the developing of the internal fields below Tp.
However, the experimental resolution did not allow a
complete characterization of the angular dependence of
D'(8, $) and thus prevented a full determination of the
crystal-field parameters in Eq. (4).

D. YVeak ferromagnetic domains

As we have pointed out in Sec. II, the measured EPR
spectra is strongly dependent on the way the samples are
cooled through To. Since our hypothesis is that the
structure observed below To corresponds to Gd sites in
neighborhoods with different magnetic configurations,
the changes observed for FC samples should be ascribed
to field-induced modifications in the population of these
sites or even changes in their local environment, as sug-
gested by the shift of the field for resonance of the
different lines. For instance, the disappearance at the Q
band of the high-field line of each group for H, in the
(110) plane when cooling in a field H, ~~

[110],may be in-
terpreted as a preferential stabilization of the Gd sites
with internal fields oriented in the direction of the field
applied for cooling. This hypothesis of preferential orien-
tation of microscopic domains is consistent with the ob-
served narrowing of the low-field magnetoabsorption
lines in FC samples, as compared to ZFC samples. It
could also explain why the unusual microwave absorption
observed' in FC samples of Eu2CuO4 has only been
detected with the measuring magnetic field oriented per-
pendicular to the direction of the field for cooling. '

However, the fact that the Gd + EPR spectrum presents
90' symmetry in the (001) plane for FC as well as ZFC
samples, i.e., the spectrum is the same for H, parallel, an-
tiparallel, or perpendicular to H„ indicates that the mi-
croscopic interpretation in terms of ferromagnetic
domains is not straightforward. This observation raises a
question: if we interpret the symmetry in the spectra of
FC samples as a reversal or a rotation of the microscopic
domains following the measuring field H„why is it that
we observe the different domains in the ZFC case without
reorientation under the same applied fields'7

IV. CONCLUSIONS

X

FIG. 12. Suggested environment of a Gd'+ ion in Eu2Cu04.
The possible local structural distortions due to displacements of
the oxygen atoms in the Cu02 planes are shown.

We have found in our experiments that the EPR spec-
trum of dilute Gd + ions substituting for Eu + ions in
Eu2CuO4 is a sensitive probe of the local magnetic and
structural changes that occur around the rare-earth sites.
Each one of the resonance lines shows a splitting into two
or more weaker lines at temperatures below To =215( 10)
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K. The simultaneous appearance at this temperature of a
low-field microwave-absorption signal may be attributed
to the onset of long-range magnetic order with a weak
ferrromagnetic component. The splitting observed
reflects then the existence of different Gd sites in the
magnetically ordered structure. These sites present a
point symmetry reduced from the C4, symmetry attribut-

to Eu + in Eu2Cu04.
Our analysis of the EPR data requires additional terms

in the spin Hamiltonian in order to describe the angular
dependence of the splittings that appear below To. These
terms are (i) an internal magnetic field lying in the ab
plane and (ii) crystal-field term associated with local dis-
tortions around the Gd + ions.

We have analyzed two possible mechanisms leading to
the presence of an internal field at the Gd sites: dipolar
and exchange interactions with the Cu moments. A dipo-
lar magnetic field of 470 G has been calculated under the
assumption of point magnetic dipoles of 0.5p~ located at
the Cu sites and antiferromagnetically aligned. Although
this value is close to the measured internal field, the fact
that we did not observe it' in Pr2Cu04.-Gd, suggests that
(i) a difFerent mechanism might be responsible for the
internal field observed in the case of EuzCu04. Gd or (ii)
this other mechanism competes with the dipolar field in
such a way that the total field cancels in Pr2CuO4. Gd.

The exchange coupling of Gd ions to the magnetic mo-
ments of their four nearest Cu neighbors cancels exactly
for a perfect AF order and only the interaction with next
nearest neighbors is not compensated. In this case the
comparison with PrzCu04. .Gd leads to the same con-
clusions as in the case of a dipolar field. However, we
should notice that, while it is possible' to fit the EPR
spectrum of Gd in Pr2Cu04 by assuming C4, symmetry
at the Gd site both above and below Tz, additional

crystal-field terms, which reduce the point symmetry,
need to be included in order to describe the angular vari-
ation of the EPR spectra in the case of Eu2Cu04. The
reduction in the local symmetry could give rise to a non-
perfect AF ordering resulting in a weak ferromagnetic
component, an assumption that is supported by the low-
field magnetoabsortion present in Eu2Cu04 but not ob-
served in Pr2Cu04. A canting of the Cu moments could
in turn lift the frustration of the exchange interaction be-
tween the Gd ions and their nearest Cu planes, being in
this way responsible for the internal field observed below
T& in the EPR spectrum of Gd in EuzCu04 and not
seen in Pr2Cu04. The strong dependence of the Gd +

EPR spectra and the low-field magnetoabsortion on the
magnetic history of the sample may be taken as evidence
of the formation of metastable states in EuzCuO& below
T&, which could be associated with the formation of
macroscopic magnetic domains or some sort of glassy
state.
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